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Mr. Chairman: 

I wish to thank the authorities of St. Michael's for 
giving me the opportunity once more to mingle with men and students 
engaged in the pursui t 2 of learning. Perhaps it would be more exact to 
say engaged in the pursuit of truth. For like Lord Halifax, I believe 
that nthe :;:iurpose{ of a university) never c..'langes, and cau never be less 
tha__n the training of the human mind to search out and kno-w the truth" and 
that in ever-J depart,11ent of learning we must pursue truth with single--
minded and intense resolve in the belief that truth is the ultimate founda-
tion of all life. 

Before I proceed to my text, I wish to state three assumptio:c1.s 
and to malce a confession. 

My first assumption is that~s this is the last public gather-
ing of the students of St. Michael's bei'ore the end of the college year~ I am 
ex-_pected to speak t<2._ the students, particularfy" the prospective graduates, 
and that I may safely disregard the members of th8 Faculty as being present 
here only coincidentally. 

My second assumption is that in dealing with the practicaJLities 
of citizenship, which constitute my theme tonight, I may take as read their 
philosophical bases and moral connotations. At all events, I.,,,shall not 
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attempt to carry any such coals to this Newcastle of Christian Philosophy, 
but I shall confine myself to the secular aspects of my subject, leaving it 
to your minds to bring them into their proper relationship in the frame of 
ultimate truth >as I go along. 
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assumption is that this occasion does not call for an 
after-dinn speech of the conventional kind, in which even the modicum of 
thought ermitted to the speaker must be secreted in the interstices of witty 
remar 

My confession is that I am a teacher - a professor - who has been 
Without a class of students for two years,and that I am about to grasp this 
unexpected opportunity to deliver a lecture ;and that you must ex~Ject me to 
be tedious and repetitious in the best (or worst) professorial manner. 

I shall speak to you then on the political_ duties of the c:i,_tizens 
of a free govermnent. In so doing, I shall not be deterreu by the fact that 
what I say is commonplace; for I believe t,hat it is worthy of being said, 
even on such an occasi ,>n as this. 

I take as my immediate text the words spoken by the first Dean 
of Dalhousie Law School in his inaugural address in 1883: "In our free 
governm.ent we all have political duties, some higher, some humbler, and these 
duties will be best performed by those who have given them the most thought." 
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In Ca:E.da we l ive in a free government, in a Parliamentary 
democracy, wherein a const:i.:tutional monarch reigns > but the people rule 
thffinselves ,by representatives selecteu bY, and ul timately responsible to them. 
This Canada of ours is a part of' the British Empire, or as we now say, a 
member of the British Commonwealth of Nat iona. I should like to recall to 
you the historic spirit of t h e whole of which we are a part, by quoting to 
you the tribute of General Smuts , himself a repres entative of a conquered 
people, in words spoken to th e British Parliament and applicable to Canada: 

nAll the empires that we have knovm are founded on t he idea 
of assimilation, of trying to forc e different human material 
through one mould so as to form one nation . Your whole idea and 
basis is different . . . These younger communities , th e offspring 
of the Mot-her Country - or territories like that of my ovm })eople, 
which have been annexed after various vici ssitudes of war - all these 

•you want to develop accordi ng to the principles of s elf-government 
and freedom and liberty. This is the fundrunental fact, that the 
British Empi r e, or t his British Commonweal th of Nation.a . . . stands 
for a fuller, a richer and a more various lif e among all the nations 
that compose it. And even nations that have fought against you, 
like my ovm, must feel that t hey and their i nterest s , th eir language, 
their religions, and alltheir cultural interest s are as secure ... 
as those of the children of y our own household and your ovm blood." 

iThe relation ~f the Dominions to Great Britain and one another as 
defined in the Balfour Report is that ttthey are autonomous communities within 
the British Empire, equal in status, in no way subordinate one to another .. 
though united by a common allegiance to the Crown." We are, then in Canada a 



free people governing ourselves without external control. We are a free 
people, notwithstandine the legal fact that the Constitutioniunder which 
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we govern ourselves>is a Statute of the British Parliament; for by develop-
ing constitutional usages we can secure constitutional change as we desire it. 
We govern ourselves under a Co~stitution which itself expresses its ?urpose 
as directed to the .creation of a federal uni<m; "under the Crown of Great 
Britain with a const_i tut ion similar in u:;:incinle to that of t!!_~ United Kingdom." 
Our Constitution is underlain by the constitutional usages, political princi-
ples, and theories and habits of representative and responsible government, 
whereby the English people have attained to government of the people, by the 
people and for the people. 

For the sake of simplicity I shall speak of our Canadian democracy 
as a sy-stem or form of government. Yet we should remember that this is only 
one aspect of the concept. For as Woodrow Wil son said: "Democracy is wrongly 
conceived when treated mereg as a body of doctrine or simpJ.'Y as a form of 
governrnent. It is a stage of d~v~l<?.Q!!!ent. It is built ll_Q_ by slow habit. 
The English alone have approached popular institutions through habit. All 
other nations ... through mere impatience with habit, have adopted democracy~ 
instead of culti:_vating it." 

Of the long course of evolution whereby the "slow habit" of our 
ancestors built up the instinct for democracy, which gradually ri~ened into 
democracy as we· now know it, much could be said. Like so much of our political 
inheritance, it sprang in part from our rude forefathers in ancient English 
villages. The late Master of Balliol once described our debt to them in a 

remarkable passage: 



"Nhwhere was the village cownuni ty so real and so 
enduring a thine; as it was in England .for at least twelve 
centuries of its history. In every parish men met almost 
daily i n humble but very real self-government; to be judged 
by their fellows or fined by them, or punished as bad 
characters, to settle the ploughing times and harvest times, 
the falloWing and the grassing rules for the whole village. 
To these twelve centuries of discipline we owe the peculiar 
English capacity for self-government, the enormous English 
development of the vcil.untary principle i n all manner of 
institutions ,and the aptitude for colonization. Our politics, 
our commercial enterprise, our Colonial Empire , are all due 
to the spirit of co-operation, the spirit of fair play , and 
give and t ake, the habit __ aj'2 o_rking to a common purpose which 
tempered the hard and grim individuality of the natio!ial 
character." 
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Somewhere along the way of English self-government>there grew 
the attitude of respect for the law which is such an essential of our way 
of life. Of' this Newman spoke when he said : "the Englishman i s ever 
stirring n yet never treads too hard upon his fellow-countrymen's toes. 
He looks >to himself and can take care of himself, and he has that instinc-
tive veneration for hhe law, that he can worship it even in the abstract, 
and thus is fitted to go shar·es with others all around bim in that political 
sovereignty which other races are obliged to concentrate in one ruler." 



With these reservations, we may regard a political democracy as 
a system wherein government is carried on in accor dance with the wi l l of 
the people as to how, and by whom, they shall be governed. Such a system 
rests on the assumption of the :personal worth., of every citizen and hi s right 
to a voice in the management of the State~ and the belief that thereby we 
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can best secure the twin objectives of t~&-st. degre~ o:f Personal Freedom 
and ~E)B'6 adequat..e.:kim of Social justice. Though thes e objectives are 
present in all forms of goverma.ent in some degree, it appears undeniable to 
us that they are best secured by a democratic form of government. We seek 
to secure them on the theory that the peopl~ will best knowJhow to fashion 
and administer the laws, which are necessary to give each individual the 
maximum liberty of expression and action, consistent vnth the good of all, 
and to give assurance that justice will be meted out to all impartially. 
"The whole purpose of democracy is that we may hold counsel With one another, 
so as not to depend on the understanding of one man, but to depend upon the 
common counsel of all." (Woodrow Wilson) 

This basic theor<J involves the right of all to participate in the 
work of government~ the great principle of equality of citizenship. 
Obviously not all can engage directly in the management of t he count,,.,;r and 

- ~,J > 

so has arisen the idea of a representative govermnent. If all are to be 
governed by a few repres ent atives, then all :m.ust be entitled to participate 
in selecting th~; and so has arisen the ia.ea of popular suffra~e, gradually 
extended so as to take in the whole adult poj_bulation, without regard to race 
or creed, birth or rank, riches or poverty. 
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The proper exercise of the franchise requires that voting at 
public elect~9?-ll_be organized and related to concrete matters, as 
otherwise it 1iiey- result i n the expression of a mere chaos of personal 
views. Hence in every democracy appears the party system as a vital 
.u.rinctµle;designed to focus public opinion upon public issues, so that 
the peopie in the mass may deliver an intelligible verdict as to the 
policies by which, and the men by whom, they desire to be governed and 
represented. The dominant Party in the Legi slature selects from it s 
members an Executive Committee, or Cabi net, to manage the various depart-
ments of Government. The Cabinet remains responsible to the elected 
representatives of the people - including those of opposing Parties - and 
if it loses their support will be turned out of office; just as the 
individual representatives will fail of re-election., if their conduct runs 
counter to public opi nion. 

On the other hand, democratic government implies more than the 
m~re right to vote. Elections after all are mere devices for discover-
ing the public will at a given time. Thdt public will i s s imply, as 
Dicey said , the aggregate of the present beliefs, sentiments or prejudices 
of individual citizens. If we are to have government by opi nion, each 
citizen must have the right to ex-press his m,m opinions , to discuss 1h ose 
of others , to organize with others for the propagation of those opinions 
he b.elieves to be right, whether they accord with the views commonly held 
or not. He must be able t o think freely, speak freely, dissent from 
majority Views freely, asso9iat~ freely, and b~ free to seek To convert 
the majority. Again we come back to Personal Freedom as the very basis 
of our system. Thus in a recent judgment, the Chief Justice of Canada; 

i--,-M said, with regard to a statute challenged as curtailing the freedom of 
the Press:-



"The B. N. A. Act contemplates a Parliament v.rorking 
under the influence of public opini on and public discussion. 
There can be no controverb'Y that such i nstitutions derive 
their efficacy from the free public discussion of affairs , 
from criticism and answer and counter criticism, from attack 
upon policy and administration,.,and defence and counter-attack ; 
from the freest and fullest analysis and examination from every 
point of view of political proposals. This i s signally tnue 
in r espect of the discharge by Ministers of the Crown of their 
responsibility to Parliament, of members of Parl.iament of their 
duty to ~he electors, and by the electors themselves o-r their 
responsibilities in the election of their representatives. 
Freedom of discussi on means freedom governed by law. Even 
within its legbl limits it is liable to grave abuse; but it is 
axiomatic that the practice of this right or free public discus-
sion of public affairs, notWithstanding its incidental mischief, 
is the breath of life for parliamentary institutions ." 
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In Canada .,all citizens have freedo m of thought, freedom of speech,~ 
freedom of association , in the form of principles of the ~~dinary law of 
the land }Vhich dei'ines the limits of permissible freedom so generously.) as 
to impose little restraint on the most eager citizen. ~n addition we 
have the machinery to make our views effective in directing and controlling 
our government. These are :mere aspects or the principle of personal 
liberty 'Which is part of the texture or our system of government, a 
disciplined liberty resting ultimately on the supremacy of the ordinary law 

- J and the impartiality of our legal admi:J.istration. 
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Up to now I have stressed Personal Freedom -of-tMUght and action 
and Political E~uality , as the basic conditions whereby we have secured 
government by public opinion. It cannot be said that we have yet secured 
economic freedom in the sense of full equality of opportunity. Of course, 
to the extent that economic freedom fa1ls short of political freedom the 
latter is imperfect, and we must recognize that social justice requ~ that 
submerged classes be emancipated from economic inequality) if th ey are to be 
as essen-tially free as their fellows. • Indeed, there is a growing recogni-
tion throughout the world of the necessity of freedom from want as a 
sine qua n.2B-_of healthy citizenship. Concerning this element of economic 
freedom, a recent Report of the International Labour Office points out, that 
"the characteristic feature of the discussions of post-war reconstruction) 
which have been so prominent during the present war>has been the emergence 
of th~ocial objective; of the recogniti on that a healthy democracy implies 
an adequate economic standing for its members; and that, .. self-
preserva.;ion dictates that national and international policy must be directed 
deliberately tov1ards economic security for all citizens, achieved in a 
manner which respects individual dignity and liberty I of v.hich i!l modern 
conditions it is an essential element." 

Government by opinion requires uni~ of belief in the funda-
mentals of governrnent, and a toleration of dissenting opinions. As Lord 
Balfour has said, "Our ,mole political machinery pre-supposes a people so 
fundamentally at one that they can safely afford to bicker; and so sure of 
their JID!l][ own moderation that they are not dangerously disturbed by the 
never-ending din of political conflict." A damocratic state is one 
"where criticism of the government is not only permi§sible but a positive 
me~it >and where parties based on competing policies and interests are not 
only allowed but encouraged." (J"ennings) "Freedom to criticize carries - ; . 



With it as a main attribute J tole~tion of unpalatable opinions; for 
intolerance is the one thing we cannot tolerate if we are to remain 
free." (Steed} r 

Our Parliamentary democracy does secure to the citizens the 
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right to vote, the right to criticize, the right to persuade and convert~ 
oth01s,, and ~e to mould public opinion. But rights are ineffective 
if they are not exercised intelligently. Bryce truly says> that "among the 
conditions requisite for the formation of a wise and tolerant public opinion, 
the intelligence of the people and the amount of interest vmich the average 
citizen takes in public affairs, are the most impornant." 

It is just here that Education comes into direct relation with 
Democracy. The character of the democracy, and its efficiency as a fom of 
government, must va'J'l with the intellectual character of its citizens, and 
their capacity for sound moral judgments. To the extent that the 
electorate possesses that aapacity it willbe reflected in the government it 
selects; to the extent that it lacks that capacity, it will have to be con-
tent with inefficient government. For it must be admitted, that a people, 
free to gov-e:r-n itself , gets exactly the kinu of government it deserves. 

Every right we have discussed involved a cor relative dut;y. 
The rif,,ht to vote is a duty to vote; the right to discuss public affairs is 
a duty to become informed about them; the right to participate in government 
i s a duty to participate in it dir~ctly, or, more rem~tely, in the develop-
ment of public o:pinic1n . The burden of ruling rests no more upon those in 
office1 than upon the individual citi zen . As the late Chief Justice of 
England has said, "the foundat i on of democracy i s the distribution of 
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of responsibility throughout the ¥!hole body of citizens." Never has 
this idea been better expressed than by Earl Bald¼~n vib.en, speaking 
out of long experience in the practice of popular government, he said: 
"Democracy is i ndeed a difficult form of government; difficult because 
it requires for it s perfect functioning the participation of all the 
people in the country. It cannot function well,uniess everyo~e, men 
and women alike, feel their responsibility to their State, do their own 
duty, and try to choose the men vmo will do theirs." And, as a great 
Canadian has remarked, all our hopes for the future preservation of 
democracy rest on the mai11tenance of freedom of discussior and of the 
franchise, "so hardly viOn•, a."'1.d "so precariously held." f-we must realize 
therefore-that though participation in government is a right and 
privilege of every citizen, it involves a correlative tluty and responsi-
b-ilityJ 

To no class :tn the co:rmnunity should this duty and responsibility 
appeal more than to university students_,who have had years of training to 
fit them for potential leadership. For such a class to take lightly, or 
to ignore, their proper role in the political life of their village, tm\'Il, 
county, province o f, country, would simply be to accept the privileges of 
their heritage, whilst repudiating its responsibiliti es. To none is 
denied the right of partici~ion in the business of government on sane 
level of usefulness. Evei:iJ;those who ..for any .reason are unable to engage 
actively in the forUDl of public debate or the formation of public opinion ~ 
there is still the citizen's duty to atte.Jnpt to guage the actions of 
public men in the light of an intelligent a,--;areness of the problems to be 
faced in our Canadian life. 
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At the present mornent there are discernible on the horizon of 
our nati,mal life ,va • QUS great problems which beckon to the earnest 
citizen for his quota of study and wisdom. Of these I shall mention thr_ee 
as pressing for wise solution immediately, in order that we may put our-
selves in gear to make a successful transition from War to Peace. 

These are all probl~s of the new world of transition, of 
recovery, of reconstruction and7reform which will be born in the hour of 

) 
Peace. 

V 
,V one in 
\l>' 

To me it seems certain ,that thi s new Canadian world will be 
which great social, economic a..'ld legal reforms_,will be sought by the 
:nan. It is my hope that this movement for reforms will engage the 
thought of some ,at least: or the student-body of St. Michael ' s. 

cormuon 
active 

First, there i s the problem of abandoni~g , maintaining or 
odifying the great apparatus of controls of finance, of production, of~ (4..) f J\.t,\H. consumption and of manpower, constructed as agencies of war-ma.lcing . What 

is to be do'ne with the host of Boards, Comrni ssi ',ns and Controllers now 
functioni::i.g in many spheres of activit*, ancl endowed with l .. a:rcmaking and 
decision-making powers like unto those mormally exercised only by represent-
ative legis~tures and by Courts? 

This problem is oft en put, with illusory simplicity, as requiring 
merely the gradual or progressive relaxation of controls until we attain to 
our erst-.ilhile condition of r ,::::lative freedom. Sometimes >it is said> that this 
system of wartime control s must be sc~apped immedi a tely> in favour of a return 
from Bureaucracy to the more normal and cherished processes of the Rule of 
Law. Still again it is said>that while most of them must go - and quickly -
some of them must be retalned as proven agencies of government. 
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What is forgotten is that such controls w~r~ functional parts of a 
government ai...J:Yar, and may well be functional parts of a government at p eace. 
No decision i s required as to such contl!Jols per g; what is required is 
decision as t o what ty_:pe of government we require or de sire for the years of 
Transition and Peace - whether we need or wish to have a controlled, or a free, 
or a partly-controlled economy. 

This again is a matter of our national philosophy of gover1ID1':=mt and 
the types and degrees of controls for the future will turn upon the prevailing 
climate of opinion. 

The issue is not so simple as State Control versus Free Enterprise as 
the basis of our ordi~~ry economy; but solution of the issue must determine the 
degree to which each concept should apply. As to the proper solution, I make 
no comment other than to express the view that we should not assume too lightly 
that the t~chniques developed by the wartime bureaucratsJhave ~lessons for 
peacetime affairs. But I do invite all students and citizens to form and 

I 
express opinions, as to whether our philosophy of government should incli~e in 
favour , or against~a controlled state economy. 

Secondly, there is the probla~ of Mobilization for Peace - of what 
measur·es we shall take to convert our economy from one of War to one of Peace. 
This problem of ost-war reconstruction has many aspects; but it is enough for 
my purpose to mention only one: the organization of employment in the transition 
period. 

The character and importance of this problem ms it affects Canada is 
well indicated in the following statement as to the wbrld situation prepar~d 
by the Internat ional Labour Office: 



"The magnitude of the employment adjustment which will have 
to take place after the war is already apparent. More than 
130,000,000 people may be directly affected ..... Recognition 
of the size and complexity of the re-employment problem;has 
reinforced the determination of government~, employers and workers 
throughout the world-that plans must be made now {1} to maintain 
suf'ficient employment opporimnities,so that jobs are available 
for the men and women who will be demobil i zed or discharged as the 
war economy is dismantled, and {2) tQ_Qring together the available 
workers anu the available jobs in an orderly manne~ so that the 
transition from war to peace may be ma.de at. as low a co.st and as 
rapidly and efficiently as possible . 
The demobilization of the armed for es and the return of war 
prisoners and other expatriates the one hand, and on the other, 

conversion of industry, - griculture and government service 
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fr a wartime to a peacetime basis, will create serious discrepan-
cies between the dem d forjand the supply of work~rs in each 
occupation, in each indust~J, and in each region o~ every country. 

"Redistrfouting the human resourees of each country ¼~11 
require co-ordinated plans, based on adequate infonnation, for the 
orderly demobilisation> and reintegration in civil life J of members 
of the armed forces >and for the re-employm9nt of displaced workers. 
It will require the transfer of millions of workers from one job, 
industry, occupation or area to another. It Will require the 
development , reorganisation and co-ordination of faciliti es , for 
tlliL training of young and adu.lt workers., and an extension of pro-
gra'Tllnes of vocational gUidance for all persons seeking work. It 



will require flexible p~blic w~s prograrmnes, planned in advance, and 
~hle provision for financial assistance to persons """-=--"'re forced 
to undergo short _,.eriods of unemployment d m•irrg the transition. 
Finally, the whole process of employment readjustment vdll call for well 
developed and efficient employment machinery, able to serve as the 
directive and co-ordinating agent of labour redistribution. " 
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To this problem also I invite university students to give ihought. 

Finally, there is the inescapable problem of 6onstitutional Reform. 

Even before the war there was a growing perception of the i nade-
quacies of our Constitution a s the basic instrument for the government of our 
national life1 in modern conditions . This xzm led to the appointment of the 
Sirois Co:mmission on Dominion-Provincial Relations, the Report of which con-
firmed still further1 t h~essity of revising our Constitution) so as to 
re-state or re-divide jurisdiction as between the Dominion and the ProvincesJ 
in a way more suited to Ghe characte~ and complexityJ of modern problems. 

Emergency powers vested in the Dominion by the fact of war.,have 
proved adequate to the demands of war; but With their passing we shall revert 
to the previous situation. It - as was the fact - constitutional power was 
so divided as to make it impossible for apy government in Canada, or indeed 
for 8!1....Qf them acting in cancer~, to deal adequately with important topics 
of pre-war legislation, then this will be true in increased measure as to the 
problems inevitable in the post-war period. 
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Already the call has gone out .for a Domini on-Provi::icial Conference 
to denl with some o th~s~ post-war problemsJand it seems obvious that some 
at least of the decisions to be taken by this require consti-
tutional renovation as the pre-requisite to effective post- war legislation , 
in r elation to great measures of social or economic change. 

The extent to which, and the means by which, our Constitution shall 
be changed> will depend largely upon the eneral op inion of the public as to 
these great matters. Accordingly, I pl~ad With the youth of this audience -
to take pains to inform it self of the issues involved, and to take its part in 
directing public opinion to the proper conclusions; for the decisions taken on 
these issue~ will detennine l argely the form and content of our national lif~ 
for years or generations to come. 

To return from these particular problems to my mai~ thesis, I remind 
you that all citizens have an inescapable responsibility which can be dis-
charged fittingly only b.!J educating them.selves for effective citizenship; by 
engaging ,however humbly, in the actual practice of government. 

its citizens 
mattersJ a 

Only by, such tho~t and apprenticeship on the part of 
shall Canada be able to summon to the public discussion of public 
public opi~ion educated in and for Democracy. 

Granted this ;hought :nd thi;°participation, Canada may~ able to 
say in years to come~what George the Fifth said of the British Political 
System some years ago: 

J 



) .. 
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"The system bequeated to us by our ancestors, again modified 
for the needs of a new age, has been found once more, as of old, the 
best way to secure government by the people , freedom for the individual, 
the ordered strength of the State, and the Rule of Law over governors 
and governed alike." 
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